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Group Tours with Solo Adventure!
Harbin Overview

Harbin Quick Facts
City Name: Harbin (哈尔滨)
Location: Northeast China
Features: It is famous for the breathtaking scenery of snow.
Area Code: 0451
Zip Code: 150000

Overview

Geographical Location
The city of Harbin is the capital of Heilongjiang Province, China’s most northerly province. Harbin is situated near the northern extremity of the Northeast China Plain, the large plain that lies above the Bay of Bohai. And Harbin is the political, economic, cultural and technological center of Heilongjiang Province, as well as the province's transportation and communication hub.

History
Harbin, situated on the Songhua River, is the site of the prehistoric (BCE 2200, roughly, or the late Stone Age), pre-Xia (BCE 2000-1500) Dynasty settlement referred to as Pokai. The first Chinese village here would be known as Pinkiang, before the village was eventually occupied by nomadic Turkic tribes that migrated into the area later known as Manchuria from the area that would be known as Siberia.
Climatic Features
Harbin belongs to temperate continental monsoon climate, with four distinct seasons and large annual range of temperature. It boasts long and chilly winters and short and comparatively warm summers, with the annual average temperature of 3.6°C. The temperature in spring and autumn changes greatly. The coldest month is January, with the average temperature of -24.8°C, and the hottest month is July, with the average temperature of 24.8°C. Snow falls from November to the following January in Harbin. The summer of Harbin is comparatively cool than that of many other cities, thus, it can be ranked as an ideal place for avoiding summer heat. However, the rainy season falls in July and August and people need to bring raincoats and umbrellas with them during this period.

Best Time to Visit
The best period to visit Harbin is from December to the following January when the whole city is covered with white snow. In winter, Harbin becomes a grand world of snow and ice, which is the paradise for skiing enthusiasts. Just at this period, the world famous Harbin Ice-Snow festival is held, during which, people can not only participate in various snow activities, but also appreciate a variety of snow sculptures. Besides, during the period from July to September, an increasing number of tourists come to Harbin to spend their summer holidays due to its comfortable weather condition.
What to Do in Harbin
Yabuli Ski Resort

Yabuli Ski Ground is both the largest and best ski ground in China. It has held many influential games such as the third Asian Winter Games in 1996, the Fifth National Winter Games and the Eighth National Winter Games. The ski ground provides great skiing nice snow scenery, modern facilitates and high mountains. It has the longest skiing trail in China with a total length of 50 kilometers.

It has 11 the finest slide-way system in China with a total length more than 20 kilometers, which makes it world’s leading slide-way. These slide-ways are of different sizes, which provide skiers different skiing experiences. These slide-ways have a comprehensive capacity of 1,500 persons per hour, which makes sure that people don’t need to stand in a queue for hours.

At Yabuli Ski Resort, the visitors can rent everything from supplementary equipment to a complete equipment package - visitors can expect to ski, snowboard, toboggan, or to ride a snowmobile here even if arrive in ordinary street clothing.

- **Get There:** If visitors want to rent a car, the drive from Harbin Airport is about 230 kilometers, or a 3-hour drive, roughly. There are of course tourist buses that run to and from the ski resort from the city of Harbin. These can be caught at Harbin's from Longyun Bus Station.
- **Opening Hours:** 08:00 AM – 4:30 PM; Nighttime: 4:30 PM – 10:00 PM.
- **Ticket Price:** 10 yuan to enter Yabuli Skiing resort. (Different clubs charge different. The following price is a just for reference.)
- **Skiing fee:** 140 yuan for 2 hours, 280 yuan for half a day and 380 yuan a day. Renting ski clothes: 80 yuan a day.
- **Coach:** 200 yuan for 2 hours, 300 yuan for half a day and 500 yuan for one day.
Erlongshan Ski Resort

Erlongshan Ski resort has snow cover for 170 days per year with an annual average temperature of 15 centigrade degree. It is 50 kilometers (40 minute's drive) away from Harbin in the Erlongshan Scenic Area.

Erlongshan has two trails for beginners, 6 runs for intermediate and advanced skiers. The child ski ground is the first of its kind in China, which makes it a popular place among children around the world. The ski resort covers around 780,000 square meters, and is capable of holding 4,000 skiers at the same time. The lift from the resort base to the top offers unique views of undulating countryside.

The unique feature of the Erlongshan Snow Resort is the accessibility of all the resort's facilities. All of the sports amenities are just a few minute's walk from your room. For skiers' convenience, a safety facility has been set up to ensure skiers' safety and create a worry free environment.

- **Get There:** Fly to Harbin first and then take a bus or tax. The resort will arrange transport from hotels in Harbin and also from the Harbin Train station every day.
- **Opening Time:** Dec.-April.
- **Ticket Price:** The Entrance Ticket Price: 10 yuan/person;
- **Skiing:** 180 yuan/2 hours; 260 yuan/half day; 320 yuan/day.
- **Entertainment Facilities:**
  - Motoring riding in the snow: 100 yuan/10 minutes;
  - Horse riding pulling the sledge: 30 yuan/circle;
  - Off-road vehicles driving in the snow: 20 yuan/circle
  - Ski Instructors: 100-600yuan
Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival

China Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival, once named Harbin Ice Festival, gained its present name officially in 2001. It has been held since 1963.

The 16th Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival is to be officially opened on December 22, 2014 and will last to March 05, 2015.

It is one of the world’s four grandest ice and snow festivals, together with Japan’s Sapporo Snow Festival, Canada’s Quebec City Winter Carnival, and Norway’s Ski Festival. The activities of the festival are rich and colorful, including Harbin International Snow Sculpture Art Expo in Sun Island, Ice and Snow World (also located in Sun Island) and Ice-lantern Exhibition in Zhaolin Garden. There are many kinds of winter activity competitions, such as Yabuli alpine skiing, winter-swimming in Songhua River, speed skating, snow land football game and Ice Sculpture competition.

• **Location:** western part of Sun Island, Songbei District.
• **Get There:** It takes about 3 hours to get to the winter festival venues from Beijing, including the flight to Taiping International Airport (2 hours) and taxi to the venues (1 hour). The airport is about 30 kilometers away from the city. There are buses between the festival venues and the airport. There are many overnight trains between Beijing and Harbin.
• **Ticket Price and Opening Time:** From Monday to Thursday: RMB 280 per person From Friday to Sunday: RMB 330 per person.
• **Tips:** It is extremely cold in winter in Harbin. In January, the average temperatures range from $-13^\circ C$ to $-25^\circ C$. So tourists should dress warmly.
As the leading brand of Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival, Harbin Ice and Snow World was established on the bank of the beautiful Songhua River at the end of 1999. Harbin Ice and Snow World is entertaining, ornamental, artistic and vivid, presenting to the world the unique charm of Harbin as a famous northern city and the attraction of ice and snow tourism.

Harbin Ice and Snow World, located in Songbei District of Harbin City and on the north bank of Songhua River, opens on January 5 every year. Combining the essence of art of ice and snow with ice-snow recreational activities, Harbin Ice and Snow World is the largest ice and snow garden party in the world with the most ice and snow art landscape, the most comprehensive recreational activities and the most beautiful night views.

- **Location:** Songbei District of Harbin City and on the north bank of Songhua River.
- **Opening Time and Opening Time:** From Monday to Thursday: RMB 280 per person From Friday to Sunday: RMB 330 per person.
Heilongjiang Provincial Museum

Heilongjiang Provincial Museum is located at 50 Red Army Street, Nangang District. It was built in 1906 in European Baroque style and run by the provincial government. It occupies an area of 12,000 square meters. There are more than 107,000 collections. The collections are various, arranged from mammoth fossils to coins from each Chinese dynasty. The high completeness of the fossils displayed in the museum is rare at home and abroad. And there are some other exhibitions such as Heilongjiang Historical Relics Exhibition, Heilongjiang Ancient Animals Exhibition, Early Engravings of the Great Northern Wilderness and so on.

- **Location:** 50 Red Army Street, Nangang District, Harbin.
- **Get There:** Take tram No. 7, 10, 21, 58, 64, and 101.
- **Ticket Price:** Free.
- **Opening Hours:** Busy season: from 9:00 to 16:30 Off season: from 9:00 to 16:00.
- **Tips:** No photographing.
Snow Sculpture on the Sun Island

In the late 1980s, people on Sun Island transformed the folk game of making snowman into an art, and together with Harbin ice lanterns, forming ice and snow sculptures.

Harbin International Snow Sculpture Art Expo is held on Sun Island every winter. Because of its long duration (60-70 days), high quality, large scale, innovative themes, intriguing games, the expo is known as “the biggest ice and snow carnival in the world”.

Harbin International Snow Sculpture Art Expo on Sun Island, as the birthplace and leader of China’s snow sculpture art, becomes the highlight of winter tourism in Harbin.

The exhibition venue of Harbin International Snow Sculpture Art Expo this year is in the central area of Sun Island Scenic Area with a total area of 40 hectares and about 100,000 square meters of snow and 10,000 cubic meters of ice will be used.

- **Location:** Sun Island Scenic Area, No.3, Jingbei Road.
- **Ticket Price:** RMB 50 per person.
- **Opening Hours:** 8:00 am - 17:00 pm.
- **Tips:** It is very cold in winter in Harbin. So it’s necessary to bring warm clothes with you.
- **Get There:** Tourists can take No. 13, 80, 88, 119, 125, 126, 29 to the area. Besides, the shuttle bus No. 29 at Flood Prevention Cenotaph station on Youyi Road can get to the area directly. Every half an hour, there is a No.29 bus.
Harbin Window of Eurasia Theme Park

Heilongjiang Province, Harbin Window of Eurasia Theme Park is a comprehensive park that combines sightseeing with entertainment, body-building and catering service as well as ice and snow tourist attractions. It shows the mini architectures and scenic attractions of Eurasia. Visitors can get a better understanding of outside world here.

In winter, there will be lots of magnificent ice sculptures standing in the park. Visitors can not only enjoy the beauty of ice sculptures but also can go skiing at the ski resorts located inside the park. The ice scenery is really beautiful here, which attracts lots of visitors from at home and abroad to get there for photography.

- **Ticket Price:** RMB 10/person.
- **Opening Hours:** 08:00 am-21:00pm.
- **More Tips:** It is freezing cold in winter. So it is advisable for visitors to take warm clothes.
- **Get There:** Visitors can get here by taking bus No. 64, 83, 336 from the downtown of Harbin City. Or taking bus No. 87, 104, 106 get to Heilongjiang University and then take a fifteen-minute walk to get there. Or just take a taxi.
Confucius Temple

Construction work of the Confucius Temple in Harbin began in 1926 and completed in 1929. The temple ground occupies an area of 23,000 square meters and its construction area is 4418 square meters now. It is not only the most complete existing old building in Heilongjiang, but the largest Confucian temple in the northeastern part of China. The structure of this temple, oriented north and south, consists of three courtyards, which belgons to the typical Qing dynasty architectural style.

The main hall in this courtyard is called Dacheng Hall. The foundation of it is rounded by bowlder balustrades. And the verandah is magnificent with various colors which make people feel dignified and superb. The sculptures of Confucius, Sipei deities and 12 memorial tablets of sages were arranged in the hall. On both sides of the main hall are another two small halls which lines the memorial tablets of disciples of Confucius.

- **Location:** No.25 Wenmiao Street of Nangang District in Harbin
- **Ticket Price:** RMB 15/person.
- **Opening Hours:** 08:30-16:30.
- **Getting there:** You can take the bus No.14, No.25 and No.104.
Watch Winter Swimming Performance

Winter swimming is a physical activity with folk rich cultural characteristic in Harbin, showing off the native people’s strong physique and iron will in Harbin. Winter swimmers break up the ice of the swimming pools on Songhua River and make it a natural swimming pool for winter swimmers.

During the Spring Festival, the performance of winter swimming, which was one of the city’s ten winter highlights, keeps upgrading all the time. Winter swimming shows the courageous spirit of Harbin people and it helps to keep healthy and enhance immune system.

With almost 1 million visitors so far, watching winter swimming shows has become a highlight of Harbin International Ice and Snow Festival.

- **Location:** Songhua River.
- **Opening Hours:** 10 am-14-pm.
- **More Tips:** The best time to visit there is from December to the next January.
Recommended Harbin Tours
Suggested Itineraries

Option 1: 4 Day Yabuli Skiing Tour

**Day 1:** Harbin to Yabuli (Flight not Included) Activities: Airport transfer  
Hotel: Olympic Club 3-star hotel (or 4 and 5-star hotels)  
Meals: None  
**Day 2-3:** Yabuli Activities: Skiing in Yabuli  
Meals: Breakfast  
**Day 4:** Yabuli to Harbin, Harbin Departure (Flight not Included)  
Activities: Airport / train station transfer  
Meals: Breakfast

Option 2: 4 Day Skiing Free

**Day 1:** Harbin Arrival (Flight not Included)  
**Destinations & activities:** Airport pick-up and transfer to Yabuli  
Today your flight will land in Harbin. Upon arrival, our Harbin tour guide and driver will meet you and take you to the ski resort in Yabuli. Check in and have a good rest.  
Meals: None  
**Day 2-3:** Yabuli.  
Destinations & activities: Free day for skiing  
Enjoy your free days at skiing!  
Meals: None  
**Day 4:** Harbin Departure (Flight not Included).  
Destinations & activities: Land transfer to the airport  
Today our Harbin tour guide will take you to the airport for departure.  
Meals: None

Option 3: 3 Day Harbin's Ice Wonderland Tour

**Day 1:** Harbin Arrival (Flight not Included)  
Activities: Airport transfer  
Hotel: Tianzhi Hotel Harbin 3-star hotel (or 4 and 5-star hotels)  
Meals: None  
**Day 2:** Harbin  
Activities: Central Street, Siberian Tiger Park, Sun Island Scenic Area and Ice & Snow World Wonderland  
Meals: Breakfast and Chinese Lunch  
**Day 3:** Harbin Departure (Flight not Included)  
Activities: Airport / train station transfer  
Meals: Breakfast
What to Eat in Harbin
Braised Pork With Vermicelli

Like the warm hearted and straightforward local people, the Harbin dishes tend to be hot, strong flavors. Braised Pork with Vermicelli is a famous dish in Northeast of China. It is a dish cooked in traditional cooking skills with local materials. Because that this area is rich in potatoes, so the vermicelli there mainly means potato powder. When winter comes, the locals store processed potato power for future use.

The main materials of Braised Pork with Vermicelli are pork, vermicelli and cabbage, together with some condiments like soy sauce, white sugar, salt, scallion, ginger, garlic, pepper, star anise, and so on. Owning to the braised pork, this dish tastes especially sweet.

Russian Cuisine

The main characteristics of Russian cuisine is that of a variety of flavors, such as sour, sweet, spicy and salty to satisfy different tastes. The Russian cuisine in Harbin has several decades of history. You can taste the traditional and fastidious-making Russian cuisine in Harbin International Hotel, the Swan Hotel, the Friendship Palace, Harbin Ma'dieer Hotel, Huamei Western Restaurant and so on. The famous dishes of Russian cuisine are Fillet Steak, Roast Pig with Cream Sauce and roasted Abalone with Cream Sauce.

Braised Chicken With Fresh Mushrooms

Braised Chicken with Fresh Mushrooms is a traditional and famous dish of northeast China. To cook this dish people first scald and depilate the chicken and then cut the chicken into pieces. Then put the chicken pieces together with the scallion, ginger, water and some other condiments into a stockpot. After the soup is boiled, add some fresh mushrooms into the soup to improve the flavor. The dish could be eaten as soon as the mushrooms are cooked completely. The delicious chicken, the soft and fragrant mushrooms as well as the fresh and nutritious soup will leave you a fantastic memory.
What to Buy in Harbin
**Black Currant Wine**

The Black Currant is commonly called the "Black Bean Fruit" by local people. It was a wild plant originally, but it was planted artificially later. Using the Black Currant to make wine is the traditional product of the Harbin Qiulin Company. It has a history of nearly one hundred years. Every mid-September, the Black Currant is ripe. Every full seed is enclosed in a juicy, mildly acidic pulp. It's the best time to make it into wine.

**Russian Nested Doll**

It's a toy, which is made up of several lovely dolls. The small one is placed in the large one. The smaller one is placed in the small one. One doll is stored inside another until there is no room to hold any other doll. Every doll is painted with various pictures, such as, man who is hunting on the horse, woman wearing fine clothes, children who are playing.

**Harbin Red Sausage**

Harbin Red sausage was originally called Russia and Lithuania Sausage. It has a history of nearly one hundred years since it has been introduced into Harbin. Because the surface of the sausage is purplish red, it's called Red Sausage by locals.
Candy Stuffed With Wine

The Candy Stuffed with Wine is a traditional Russian-style candy. It has a long history. At the beginning of the 20th century, it was introduced into Harbin. The Candy Stuffed with Wine made by the Candy Factory of the Qiulin Company is recognized to be the best.

Sugar Candy Hulu

It's a main local product in Harbin. Red haws are pierced together on a stick, with melted sugar candy on the surface. Its fragrant, sweet and tasty. Looked in the distance, it looks like a bunch of red agates.

Lie Ba

Lie Ba is a kind of typical large Russian bread. It’s nearly larger than the pot using for steaming food. Only Harbin has traditional cooks and facilities of making pastry in China. These cooks can roast the real Russian bread. Therefore, Lie Ba is the local flavor food.
Harbin Hotels
Sofitel Wanda Harbin

Located in the High-tech Development Zone of Harbin, Sofitel Wanda Harbin is a five star hotel. It is a luxury decorated business hotel and concentrates the elegance of China and French. It is close to the Dragon Tower and the Ice and Snow World.

Sofitel Wanda Harbin’s crafted design creates a stylish modern atmosphere. There is an indoor pool, a fitness room, parking lot, Japanese restaurant, cigar bar, old Shanghai restaurant, Kara OK hall and nightclub.

Rooms
Sofitel Wanda Harbin has 322 tastefully decorated rooms, which including 1 presidential suite, two ministerial suites, 27 executive suites and luxury suites, 248 executive deluxe rooms and luxurious rooms and 44 superior rooms. All rooms are equipped with 37-inch LCD flat-screen TV, and with executive-style desk, individual air conditioning system, IDD telephone, satellite TV programs, mini bar and electronic safe.

Transport
Harbin East Railway Station is 4 km away from Sofitel Wanda Harbin, Harbin Railway Station is 6 km away from it, and Taiping Airport is 40 km. Passenger can take taxi from the two Railway Station or airport bus from Taiping Airport to the hotel.

• **Adress:** NO.68 Ganshui Road, Xiangfang District, Harbin
哈尔滨万达索菲特大酒店
Shangri La Hotel Harbin

Located in the Commercial and financial center of Harbin, Shangri La Hotel Harbin was open in 1999. For the convenient location, it takes only 15 minutes driving from the hotel to the Centuries Old Streets--Central Avenue and the country five A-class tourists scenic--Sun Island.

Rooms
Shangri La Hotel Harbin has 404 various rooms. The outside scenery of the window is beautiful and pleasant, is particularly spectacular in the snow and ice when in winter. The rooms are Junior and well-equipped (including free Internet access). Besides, its health and maintenance are at the first class and rooms have 24-hour room service.

Transport
The train station is about 4.4 km away from Shangri La Hotel Harbin, which takes passenger 20 minutes to the hotel by taxi. And Taiping International Airport is about 37 km away from Shangri La Hotel Harbin, which needs 45 minutes to the hotel by taxi.

- Nearby attractions: the Songhua River Central Avenue, Zhaolin Park.
- Address: No.555 Youyi Road, Daoli District, Harbin 哈尔滨香格里拉饭店
- Hotel Tel: 0451-84858888
- Quick Enquiry: +86-773-2838787
Harbin Restaurant

Harbin Restaurant

Group Tours with Solo Adventure!
Chaoshi Street

There is a famous food street in Harbin-Cao Shi Street. It is in the south of Wu Dao Street. During summers, there are so many small restaurants setting their tables at the sides of the street after 7 pm.

Then what could you eat there? Short rib strings of different kinds of flavors, such as ribs with cayenne pepper, sweet-and-sour ribs, teriyaki ribs and so on. The nicest short rib strings of Harbin are all together there. The short rib string with cayenne pepper of Mandong Restaurant should be the top. The sweet-and-sour rib strings of Daquan Restaurant also win a good reputation.

Wugang Grilled Meat Restaurant

Wugang Grilled Meat Restaurant is a old and famous small restaurant in Harbin. The restaurant is very small and there are only four dishes! They are trotter(猪手), grilled meat（扒肉）, pork knuckle（猪肘子）, cold dish（凉菜）. All the four are very delicious and ordered by almost every customer. Though the Deli is small with only four dishes, it attracts lots of people every day for its unique dishes.

Recommended dishes: trotter(猪手), grilled meat（扒肉）, pork knuckle（猪肘子）, cold dish（凉菜）

- **Transport:** Near Jingyu 7 Dao Street Stop, bus 1, 28, 205 can get there.
- **Tips:** The restaurant and surrounding environment is not good.
LaoRenYi Restaurant

LaoRenYi restaurant is an old well-known steamed dumpling with beef restaurant. Its dumplings are cooked by unique way which tastes rather good but not greasy. Though the environment is so-so, its authentic northeast style dishes deserve you to have a try.

Recommended dishes: cripsy sweet & sour pork slices (锅包肉), Grilled Lamb Chops (扒羊肉条), Steamed dumplings (蒸饺), Roast lamb leg (烤羊腿)

- **Hours:** 10:00-22:00
- **Consumption style:** meals for friends and families
- **Transport:** Near Taigu 14 Dao Street stop, bus 7 can get there.
- **Tips:** Parking lot is available.
- **Consulting Telephone:** 0559-2934111, 2934144

San Dao Street

When we mention San Dao Street, there are too much to talk about it. In Harbin, lots of people know the snacks of San Dao Street. From Jingyu Street to Waihuan Road, dozens of large or small restaurants offer different kinds of snacks, such as the Dried Intestine and Small Trip of Beishan Restaurant, Pig Brain of Lao Shao Restaurant, the dumplings of Fan Yongji and the Fire Spoon of Shengping Wonton Restaurant (this Fire Spoon is a biscuit within a small piece of fat meat and sweet sauce. In a word, it is very delicious when baked).

The south of San Dao Street is worth a visit very much. The Stone Boiler Barbecue of Nansan Restaurant is very famous. It is very delicious but very cheap. Beef and mutton, pork chop, vegetables, seafoods, baked in the stone boiler, are more delicious than that we cook at home. Now, San Dao Street has become a street of stone boiler barbecue.
Airline system

Harbin Taiping International Airport (HRB) is the second largest airport in Northeastern area of China. It is about 35 kilometers away from the city centre. Totally, there are about 70 airlines in operation now including domestic airlines, regional airlines and international airlines. There are about 50 domestic airlines such as the flights to Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Hong Kong and Taibei and the international flights to Seoul (the capital of South Korea), Osaka (Japan), Vladivostok (Russia) and Los Angeles (America).

- **Official Website:** http://www.haerbinairport.com/
- **Tips:** It only takes about 2 hours from Beijing to Harbin by air.
- **Airport Shuttle buses:**
  The whole journey between Harbin Taiping International Airport and the city centre last about 45 to 60 minutes. The airport shuttle bus cost about 20 CNY per person. There are two places to take the airport shuttle bus in the downtown of Harbin: No.30 Xinyang Road and the Aviation Hall on No.99 Zhongshan Road. The taxi from the city centre of Harbin to the airport cost a little more than 100 CNY. It also lasts 45 minutes to one hour.
Railway system

Harbin is the transportation hub in northeast China. There are three railway stations in Harbin, which are Harbin Railway Station, Harbin East Railway Station and Harbin West Railway Station. Most trains passing by Harbin go through Harbin Railway Station, most trains starting from Harbin pass through Harbin East Railway Station, and all the trains starting from Harbin West Railway Station are high-speed trains.

Harbin Railway Station
With 1,249 kilometers (776 miles) from Beijing Railway Station 935 kilometers (581 miles) from Manchurian Railway Station, Harbin is the jointing point of Harbin - Suifenhe Railway, Changchui - Harbin Railway, Harbin - Beian Railway and Harbin - Lafa Railway.

There are ordinary express trains leaving for Shanghai, Guangzhou, Tianjin, Beijing, Taiyuan, Wuhan, Shijiazhuang, Shenyang, Jinan, Qingdao, Dalian, Xuzhou and Manchuria from Harbin Railway Station each day, where the high-speed trains to Beijing, Tianjin and Shenyang are also available.

- **Location:** No. 1, Tielu Avenue, Nangang District, Harbin
- **Tel:** 0451-95105688
- **Getting there:** Bus 6, 11, 13, 14, 16, 21, 32, 64, 74, 89, 101, 103, 108, 109 and 115
- **Opening time:** All day.